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ABSTRACT
The Meningococcus Genome Informatics Platform
(MGIP) is a suite of computational tools for the
analysis of multilocus sequence typing (MLST)
data, at http://mgip.biology.gatech.edu. MLST is
used to generate allelic profiles to characterize
strains of Neisseria meningitidis, a major cause
of bacterial meningitis worldwide. Neisseria meningitidis strains are characterized with MLST as specific sequence types (ST) and clonal complexes
(CC) based on the DNA sequences at defined loci.
These data are vital to molecular epidemiology
studies of N. meningitidis, including outbreak investigations and population biology. MGIP analyzes
DNA sequence trace files, returns individual allele
calls and characterizes the STs and CCs. MGIP
represents a substantial advance over existing
software in several respects: (i) ease of use—MGIP
is user friendly, intuitive and thoroughly documented; (ii) flexibility—because MGIP is a website, it is
compatible with any computer with an internet connection, can be used from any geographic location,
and there is no installation; (iii) speed—MGIP takes
just over one minute to process a set of 96 trace
files; and (iv) expandability—MGIP has the potential
to expand to more loci than those used in MLST and
even to other bacterial species.
INTRODUCTION
Epidemiological surveillance of Neisseria meningitidis
necessitates molecular typing. Standard methods for
molecular typing include, but are not limited to, restriction fragment length polymorphism (1), pulsed ﬁeld gel

electrophoresis (2), multilocus sequence typing (MLST)
(3,4), and porA, porB and fetA typing (5–7). MLST is
the most modern and widely used of these approaches,
and it provides an unambiguous method for typing bacterial strains (8). In MLST, speciﬁc regions of seven housekeeping genes are sequenced, their alleles are determined,
and then the allele calls are concatenated to produce a
proﬁle called the sequence type (ST), which may then be
grouped into a larger population called a clonal complex
(CC). MLST analysis used in conjunction with the molecular typing methods listed above can provide evidence of
possible genetic and epidemiological relatedness of strains
identiﬁed during outbreak investigations and routine
surveillance (9).
Epidemiological surveillance laboratories world-wide
perform MLST using PCR and Sanger sequencing.
Standard primers are used to amplify each of the seven
loci, and the PCR fragments are then characterized using
dye-terminator sequencing. The resulting trace ﬁles are
interpreted by a computer or a human and are converted
into unambiguous sequences (base calling). Some computer programs that will make base calls are Phred (10,11)
and SeqMan (DNASTAR SeqMan Pro, Madison, WI). If
there is more than one sequence read per locus, then those
sequences must be assembled to generate a single consensus sequence. Computer programs that can perform
assembly include Phrap (12) and SeqMan. The last step
in MLST analysis is to determine the allele of the gene
by comparing the consensus sequence of the trace ﬁles
to a database of known allele sequences. In MLST, even
a single nucleotide diﬀerence is suﬃcient to deﬁne a new
allele and thus the comparison between the consensus
sequence and the allelic database must be unambiguous.
The
current
standard software
for
MLST
analysis, STARS (http://sara.molbiol.ox.ac.uk/userweb/
mchan/stars/), is no longer supported by the original
programmers, only runs on UNIX/Linux systems, and
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Figure 1. MLST+ workﬂow on MGIP. Users upload trace ﬁles to the MGIP server for analysis. First, Phred makes base calls on each trace to
produce a sequence FASTA ﬁle and a quality ﬁle. Next, Phrap aligns and produces a consensus sequence FASTA ﬁle and other associated ﬁles.
BLAST is then used to match the consensus sequence against a database of known MLST+ alleles. Allelic FASTA ﬁles are extracted from the
database using fastacmd and individually aligned to the consensus sequences to determine coordinates, mismatches and indels using pairwise BLAST.
Alignments between consensus sequences, called allelic sequences and underlying trace ﬁles are displayed using the trace ﬁle viewer. The trace ﬁle
viewer can be used to manually edit consensus sequences based on the aligned trace ﬁles (see Figure 3).

has performance and usability issues. STARS is included
in distributions of Bio-Linux, but comprehensive
and detailed instructions for its set up are necessary
(http://pubmlst.org/software/bio-linux/stars/conﬁg/). A
commonly used alternative to STARS is to make base
calls, assemble sequences manually and then use the
BLAST (13) interface at pubmlst.org (14) to ascertain
the identity of the MLST alleles. MLST users and laboratories may use a variety of packages to analyze trace ﬁles
and make base calls, including SeqMan, MEGA (http://
www.megasoftware.net), BioNumerics (15) (http://www.
applied-maths.com/bionumerics/bionumerics.htm)
and
the CLC MLST module (http://www.clcbio.com/index.
php?id=1018). These alternatives, while viable, either
require programming expertise to provide expanded capabilities, accessibility to a Linux system, or are prohibitively expensive. In addition, most of these alternatives
represent piecemeal and tedious approaches that require
a substantial dedication of time and resources. For all of
these reasons, MLST analysis can be burdensome for
laboratories in developing countries and/or in laboratories
with fewer resources for personnel and computational
support. To address these problems, we have developed
an integrated suite of MLST analysis tools available at the
Meningococcus Genome Informatics Platform (MGIP).
MGIP presents several key advantages over currently
existing analytical methods: (i) Ease of use—MGIP runs
as a web server, is designed to be user friendly, intuitive
and is thoroughly documented. The documentation is on
the website itself and covers any topic the user might need
to see. If in any case the documentation is not suﬃcient,
there is a conspicuous link to contact the lab for help;
(ii) Flexibility—MGIP is compatible with any client computer or operating system and has been tested using
Microsoft Internet Explorer, Mozilla Firefox, Safari
and Google Chrome. Much of this ﬂexibility is given by
the cross-browser compatible JavaScript frameworks

Prototype and Scriptaculous; (iii) Speed—MGIP has
been shown to take about 1 min per set of 96 sequence
trace ﬁles, more than ﬁve times faster than STARS. The
speed of MGIP can be attributed to the fast constituent
programs Phred, Phrap and BLAST as well as the server
which is an eight-core machine. In addition, MGIP’s
ability to process multiple loci concurrently is a considerable advantage in comparison to other MLST analysis
tools, which can only process one locus at a time;
(iv) Expandability—Currently MGIP can analyze
sequences from over 15 loci, which substantially increases
the resolution of sequence typing. MGIP has the potential
to include unlimited loci and has the capacity to include
other organisms. We refer to MLST analysis with additional alleles as MLST+. Additional loci can be added in
one of two ways: either by the administrator of MGIP or
by an individual user. If a locus is added by the administrator, then all users can use the new locus database
as both a BLAST database and for analyzing new trace
ﬁles. If a user adds a database, it will be only visible to that
user.
MLST+ ANALYSIS WORKFLOW
The workﬂow and programs underlying MLST+ analysis
with MGIP are shown in Figure 1. Users of MGIP
ﬁrst sequence a set of loci to be used in MLST+. The
loci that MGIP can process by default are shown in
the Supplementary Table 1. Current protocols for
N. meningitidis surveillance laboratories usually yield
sequence data from 96-well plates, but the number of
wells or traces does not aﬀect the MGIP workﬂow.
MGIP takes two ﬁles as input. The ﬁrst ﬁle is a zip ﬁle
of every trace received from the sequencing machine in
one session. The second ﬁle is a mapping spreadsheet
that assigns the following properties to each trace ﬁle:
strain name, sequence typing method, locus and primer.
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Table 1. MGIP is more sensitive and faster than other commonly used
methods
Speed (s)a

FN

Sn (%)

18
35

97.4
94.9

63  0.58
323  30

MGIP versus SeqMan methodc
MGIP
323
6
SeqMan
319
8

98.2
97.6

75  2
1520  173

TP
MGIP versus STARSb
MGIP
660
STARS
653

TP: true positives; FN: false negatives; Sn: sensitivity.
a
Speed is shown as an average per trace ﬁle set (84 traces in the STARS
comparison, 96 traces in the SeqMan comparison), plus or minus standard deviation. The speed tests were performed over a 1 Gigabyte per
second network connection and therefore the upload time was negligible. However, the upload time from a slower connection will understandably increase the time to process a set of trace ﬁles. Approximate
times for uploading a set of traces is given in Supplementary Table 2.
b
For the MGIP versus STARS comparison, 17 sets of MLST data were
tested which were composed of trace ﬁles over 691 strain/loci. The
speed test was performed on three randomly selected sets, composed
of 126 strain/loci.
c
For the MGIP versus SeqMan method comparison, 10 sets of fetA
were tested in the SeqMan comparison, totaling 331 loci. The speed test
was performed on three randomly selected sets, composed of 103 strain/
loci.

After these two ﬁles are submitted to MGIP, the trace
ﬁles undergo processing: (i) Phred makes base calls on
each trace ﬁle; (ii) Phrap assembles groups of trace ﬁles
to make a consensus sequence for each strain/locus; and
(iii) MGIP uses BLAST against a database of known
MLST+ alleles to determine the allelic identity of the
consensus sequence. BLAST results that do not have perfect matches in the database are ﬂagged (perfect matches
have 100% identity, 100% subject coverage and no
indels). These ﬂags are shown when viewing results and
call attention to possibly novel or inaccurate results.
MGIP also includes a trace viewer that shows alignments
of consensus sequences, allele calls and underlying trace
ﬁles. The trace viewer can be used to manually edit consensus sequences based on the aligned traces. The results
of MGIP analyses are public unless users are registered
and logged in at the time analysis is performed.
MGIP EASE-OF-USE AND UNIVERSAL
COMPATIBILITY
One of the goals for the development of MGIP was to
make a system that is simple and convenient to use.
This goal is achieved via (i) an intuitive user interface,
(ii) operating system and browser cross-compatibility
and (iii) thorough documentation. These features are particularly relevant in the developing world where technical
help and systems support may be scarce, but they are also
applicable to scientists everywhere who do not wish to
devote substantial resources, in both time and hardware,
to computation.
As opposed to STARS, which requires machines running Linux, MGIP can be used with any operating system
since it is run on a server with a web browser based
client interface. MGIP is compatible with most standards-compliant web browsers because it largely conforms

to the worldwide standards given by the World Wide Web
Consortium (W3C). The Prototype and Scriptaculous
frameworks, which are thoroughly tested on many
browsers for compatibility, were used in the development
of MGIP to ensure JavaScript compatibility. MGIP
has been tested on Microsoft Internet Explorer,
Mozilla Firefox, Safari and Google Chrome, which
together account for almost 99% of all web browsers in
use (http://marketshare.hitslink.com/, last accessed
November 1, 2008).
USING MGIP
User accounts
MGIP was developed to allow users to upload private or
sensitive data. Therefore, MGIP has a user management
system, with few administrators and many users. Each
user inherently has all of his or her data and user information privatized so that no other user can access them.
To this end, MGIP employs standard web server security
measures including MD5 password encryption and the use
of a ﬁrewall (http://www.faqs.org/rfcs/rfc1321). For data
that is not sensitive, or for scientists who do not wish
to use individual accounts, there is a default public user
setting with full functionality except data privatization.
Uploading traces and running analyses
Users upload trace ﬁles to MGIP for typing analysis. The
user must create a zip ﬁle from all sequence trace ﬁles
and a mapping spreadsheet ﬁle which identiﬁes each
trace’s strain, sequence typing method, locus and primer.
This spreadsheet is crucial for assembling the correct
sequences together and provides names to each of the
ﬁnal results. An automatic spreadsheet generator is available which will generate the spreadsheet.
Viewing results by set
Fully automated analysis by MLST+ produces results for
sets of traces which are viewed on the main page
(Figure 2). For each set, the allele calls for each locus
are displayed. For each locus, there is a submenu with
options to (i) view BLAST results; (ii) view the consensus
sequence and quality scores as given by Phrap; (iii) download all ﬁles involved in the MLST+ analysis workﬂow;
and (iv) view trace ﬁles and edit the consensus sequence,
thus allowing the user to manually adjust the results.
BLAST results are reported in default format and for
each hit show the allele names, bit scores and e-values
along with pairwise query-hit sequence alignments.
Consensus sequences are shown in FASTA format, with
each nucleotide shown in a color corresponding to a range
of quality scores. Loci that yield ambiguous results from
the MLST+ analysis workﬂow have ﬂags on the results
screen that show the user where to intervene.
To view trace ﬁles, we have developed a trace viewer
Java applet that displays the alignment of all traces
involved in the assembly process, the consensus sequence,
and the allelic sequence (Figure 3). The applet automatically marks all discrepancies between the trace ﬁle base
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Figure 2. Viewing MGIP+ results. (A) The user can select a set of results to view. For each set, all strain/loci and their allele calls are shown.
(B) Options are shown for each strain/locus that allow the user to view more details. (C) When an allele call is not a perfect match, a ﬂag appears.
(D) On mouseover (when the mouse pointer hovers over the ﬂag), a message giving information as to why it is not a perfect match appears.

calls, the consensus sequence and the most similar allele,
to facilitate scanning for inconsistencies. Trace amplitudes
can be adjusted individually, and although the traces are
trimmed to show only the aligned regions, there is an
option to view trimmed edges. The consensus sequence
can be edited by changing, adding, or deleting bases
using the trace viewer. Once manual editing is completed,
the workﬂow analysis starting with BLAST can be iterated
so that the main page results are updated.
Viewing results in the strain table
The results of MLST analyses are also displayed in the
strain table, which shows the allelic proﬁle, ST and CC
for each strain that has been analyzed (Supplementary
Figure 1). For each individual user account, the
strain table is automatically and continually populated
with the combined results of all sets that have been analyzed. If fewer than seven known alleles have been unambiguously characterized for any given strain, a list of all
possible STs and CCs is shown.
Reference pages
To aid in data analysis, all reference data in the MGIP
database has been made transparent and available on the
reference pages. The ST reference page allows the user to
type in an ST number and to retrieve the alleles associated
with that ST. Alternatively, a CC number can be input to
retrieve all STs associated with it. The locus reference page
shows every locus that can be analyzed using MGIP. For
each locus, the sequence typing method and the length of
the allele are shown; all sequences in the locus databases
can be downloaded. The locus reference page also has a
BLAST interface, which accepts one or multiple FASTA
query entries for comparison against the locus database.

PERFORMANCE VALIDATION
MGIP was compared against two other methodologies to
validate performance in terms of both sensitivity and
speed (Table 1). Sensitivity is deﬁned as:
Sn ¼

TP
TP þ FN

1

where Sn is sensitivity, TP is the number of true positives
and FN is the number false negatives. In this study, a true
positive is deﬁned as an unambiguously identical match
from the trace ﬁle(s) to the allelic database, and a false
negative is deﬁned as no match when there should be one.
Speciﬁcity can not be measured because all methodologies
in this study ﬁlter out false positives before they are
reported. Speed is calculated simply as the time elapsed
from upload to the end of sample processing.
The ﬁrst methodology compared to MGIP was STARS,
which is the current standard for MLST analysis. For
comparison to STARS, 17 MLST sets were analyzed
totaling 691 strain/locus combinations. MGIP showed
97.4% sensitivity compared to 94.9% sensitivity for
STARS (Table 1). In addition to being more sensitive,
MGIP is also substantially faster than STARS. On average, MGIP ﬁnished analyzing a set of 84 trace ﬁles in 63 s
compared to 323 s for STARS (Table 1).
The second methodology compared to MGIP was the
‘SeqMan method’, where a consensus sequence is created
from trace ﬁles using SeqMan and used as a query in the
Pubmlst BLAST interface. SeqMan is used when nonstandard MLST alleles are being analyzed, and requires
substantial manual intervention by the user. Ten sets
totaling 331 fetA traces were analyzed for the comparison
of MGIP to the SeqMan method. MGIP showed 98.2%
sensitivity compared to 97.6% for the SeqMan method
(Table 1). MGIP showed an even greater relative increase
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Figure 3. The trace viewer and editor applet. The consensus sequence acts as a backbone when aligning the allelic sequence and the traces. The
applet tools allow users to (1) alter the amplitude of the traces, (2) edit the consensus sequence, (3) insert/delete consensus sequence nucleotides, (4)
undo/redo any action and (5) save a modiﬁed consensus sequence. Sequences of interest are embedded below the applet so that they can be copied
and pasted.

in speed over SeqMan. MGIP completed the ten fetA trace
sets in 75 s compared to 1520 s for the SeqMan method
(Table 1).

analyzed using MLST and MGIP will add the capacity
to analyze additional organisms in the near future.
The MGIP website is being translated to other languages,
starting with French, to facilitate collaboration with nonEnglish speakers.

FURTHER DEVELOPMENT OF MGIP
There are several lines of further development of MGIP
planned. MGIP allows for the discovery of novel alleles
and/or STs, which can not be named or curated until they
are sent to one of the central repositories of MLST data
such as Pubmlst. We have been collaborating with the
developers of Pubmlst to design an application programming interface that will allow MGIP users to directly
submit new alleles and new STs. In addition to N. meningitidis, there are many more bacterial pathogens that are

CONCLUSION
The web-based design and implementation of MGIP helps
to ensure that it stands alone among MLST analysis methods in terms of cost, speed of processing, ease-of-use,
cross-compatibility and expandability. These features are
particularly relevant to laboratories in the developing
world, many of which may lack access to the level
of computational infrastructure and support currently
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needed for MLST analysis. The use of simple web-based
analytical platform should allow any investigator with
Internet access to rapidly analyze his or her MLST data.
Furthermore, MGIP is designed to be scalable to accommodate MLST+ analysis of multiple non-standard
alleles. This feature should enable the expansion of current
MLST based surveillance approaches.
The development of MGIP has been done in close contact with typing centers around the world to ensure that it
will emerge as the global standard for MLST+ analysis.
Labs that have been testing MGIP include the Meningitis
Laboratory of CDC in the USA, the Health Protection
Agency in England, Martin Maiden’s research group at
the University of Oxford and the National Institute for
Communicable Diseases in South Africa. MGIP has been
tested on over 1000 diﬀerent strain/locus combinations,
and the results show that it is 1–3% more sensitive and
an order of magnitude faster than existing methods for
MLST+ analysis.
SUPPLEMENTARY DATA
Supplementary Data are available at NAR Online.
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